Havens

artan Dalt

More than 1,835 tickets for
the Richle Havens concert
have been sold. Tickets for
the Nov. 13 performance in
the Men’s Gym are still
available In the Student
Affairs Business Office
located on the second level of
the College Union. Admission is $3.
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VICTORYPresident Nixon addressing the crowd of Republican supporters at the San Jose Rally Thursday night. The
President was later confronted by a large crowd of demon-

General Election Today

strators when he prepared to leave the rally in his limousine.
The alleged threat to the President’s safety has drawn international attention to the incident.
-Daily photo by Ron Burda

State polls opened this morning at 7
and will close this evening at 8. Television and radio election returns are
expected to begin shortly after eastern
rolls close, at approximately 5:30 p.m.
PST.
Although Republican Gov. Reagan is
running for reelection against
Democrat Jess Unruh, California’s
hottest campaign will be the U.S.
senatorial election.
MURPHY VS. TUNNEY
Incumbent Sen. George Murphy,

Measures concerning the environment, education boards and economics
highlight the state and local propositions on the ballot in today’s election.
The most controversial measure is
Proposition 18. It allows a city or county
to allot up to 25 per cent of its share
from the state highway fund into air
pollution and mass transit programs.
Presently, the fund is used entirely
for building highways.
The reason for the controversy is
Californians Against the Highway and
Road Tax Trapa committee composed of petroleum and trucking
interestshave been waging a statewide billboard campaign. "More
taxes? No No. 18," signs read.

Regents to close meetings at will.
Proposition 7 would make the
speaker of the Assembly an ex-officio
member of the state college Board of
Trustees. The speaker is already an ex off icio regent.
ECONOMIC
Other measures relate to economic
issues. Proposition 3 makes June 15 the
budget
deadline.
Proponents
apparently wish to avoid the legislative
battles which extended into the next
fiscal year that marked the last two
sessions. The fiscal year begins July 1.
Proposition 6 allows public instructors to invest part of their retirement
funds in stock; 10 eliminates interest
ceilings on partnership and corporate
loans; and 12 authorizes county supervisors to set their own salaries.
Also, Proposition 13 increases tax
exemptions for some disabled veterans
and extends exemptions to widows of
veterans.
LOANS
Additionally, 19 makes excess
interest charges on loans a felony
instead of a misdemeanor.
In other propositions, 9 provides for
supervisor-appointed county superintendent of schools; 8 calls for one additional superintendent of public instruction deputies and 16 abolishes some
obsolete sections of the state constitution.

***
***
Controversial Measures
Lengthen Today’s Ballot

ECOLOGY
Two other ecological-oriented meas. res are also on the ballot. Proposition
1 authorizes $250 million in obligation
bonds for local water reclamation and
sewage treatment facilities.
Proposition A, the only local
measure, calls for the creation of a
countywide transit district. It also
authorizes district directors to levy a
one half of one per cent sales tax.
Proposition 5 and Proposition 7 affect
state higher education governing
boards. The former would abolish the
state constitutional amendment which
empowers the University of California

Republican, is vying for his second
term in office. His opponent is Rep.
John Tunney, a Democeatic anti -war
candidate who has been leading the
incumbent in California pre -election
polls.
President Nixon made a ’ast minute
stop in San Jose last week in an attempt
to gain support for Murphy.
Also on the state scene, all 80
assembly seats, 20 of the 40 Senate
seats, judgeships, State Board of
Equalization seats, 20 statewide ballot
propositions and hundreds of local offices and issues are included on California’s long ballot.
Republicans have stressed law and
order with President Nixon and Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew leading the
way in their pro-Republican campaign
efforts.
The Democrats have used the
nation’s troubled economy as the key to
their campaign.
SENATE CONTRCL
Originally, the Republicans began
campaigning in the hope of gaining control of the Senate, in which Democrats
have a 57-43 majority. Most polls now
indicate a net Republican gain in the
Senate of one to three seats.
Democrats are expected to increase
their current 243-187 margin in the
House. However, polls indicate that the
gain will be below the average 37-seat
gain of past off-year elections.
Historically, the party in the White
House loses an average of 37 House
seats in mid-term elections.
A Democratic increase of three or
four governorships is also expected.
The party currently holds 18 state
houses.
In Santa Clara County, two congressional seats, s state senatorial chair
and three assembly districts are up for
grabs.
EDWARDS VS. GUERRA
One of the leading county campaigns
pits Ninth Congressional District
incumbent Don Edwards, Democrat,
against political newcomer Republican
Mark Guerra.
Other top county races find Tenth
Congressional District incumbent
Charles Gubser, Republican, against
Democrat Stuart McLean; State
Senator Clark Bradley, Rep.- 14th
District, versus Democrat John
Rutherford and Republican Virginia
Shaffer will try to unseat incumbent

Disciplinary Review

Professors Said To Accept Illegal Pay
By PAM STRANDBERG
Daily Political Writer
A report alleging that Cal State I.A.
professors have accepted payment for
classes they did not teach is under civil
and disciplinary review, according to
Norman Epstein, state colleges vice
chancellor for Legal Affairs.
Richard T. Soderberg, audits division
chief of the State Finance Department,
issued the report stating that there
were irregularities in the mathematics
department at the Los Angeles college.
Disciplinary allegations have been
lodged against Dr. Ernest Eckert who
headed the deportment prior to his
recent resignation, Epstein said.
RECEIVED CRELIT
The audits report stated that Eckert
received credit for teaching a math

course during the fall t; 1969 and the
spring of 1970 during the same hours in
which he was assigned to teach a
calculus course at the University of
Southern California, he said.
Apparently this was done with the use
of graduate teaching assistants holding
one of the classes.
"The practice that had existed using
graduate assistants has been terminated," Epstein said.
NOT ALIA/WED
According to a spokesman for the
public relations office at the Los
Aageles school, the practice of using
teaching assistants is not allowed in the
state college system, but it is widely
accepted in the university system.
In a report to the state college Board
of Trustees, Chancellor Glenn S.

Diunke said that he is satisfied that all
necessary actions have been taken
regarding the alleged practices in the
Los Angeles mathematics department.
INVESTIGATE
-We are continuing to investigate,"
he said, "and if it is indicated that state
funds should be recovered, full restitution shall be demanded."
Dr. Dunike said at a press conference
that he does not believe the practice of
using teaching assistants for teaching
in the state college system is widespread.
Epstein said that the audits division
routinely looks for irregularities such
as the illegitimate use of teaching
assistants. The division will now take a
particular look at the practice in the
state college system, he said.

Intermediate cloudiness
with a 20 per cent chance of
light rain by late Wednesday. Northwest winds 8-12
miles per hour In the afternoon, increasing Wednesday. High, around 70; low,
upper 50s. Moderate smog.
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SCIP Sponsors Forum,
Studies Demonstration
By CLIFF MATOI
Daily Political Writer
In an attempt to "organize rational
discussion" in examining the events
which occurred during President
Nixon’s appearance at Civic Auditorium last Thursday night, he Student
Community Involvement Program
SCIP sponsored an information
forum as a "preliminary investigation
of the incident."
Bill Becker, SCIP co-chairman,
moderated the forum and began by presenting a chronological listings of
events, noting disputed facts and
misinterpretations as he went along.
INVESTIGATION
An investigation conducted by
Becker and other SCIP members
collected debris from the confrontation.
He said evidence of four eggs was
found in the area where Mr. Nixon’s car
had been parked. The remains of an
additional egg was found near the exit
route. This contradicted the President’s

Large Turnout Expected
Approximately 78 per cent of the
state’s 8.7 million registered voters are
expected to trek to polls throughout
California today to vote in what President Nixon has termed "probably the
most important and decisive" election
in the nation’s history.
Including California, the governorships of 35 states are at stake in today’s
election. Thirty-five U.S. Senate seats
and the entire 435-member House of
Representatives are also on the nation’s ballots.

Weather

Democrat John Vasconcellos for the
24th Assembly district.

Election
Coverage
The Spartan Daily tomorrow will
have complete, off-year election coverage.
Included in the Daily’s coverage will
be results of races for major statewide
offices and ballot propositions, the
Santa Clara County races, and the U.S.
Senate and governor’s contests across
the United States.
The Daily will hold the final deadline
until early Wednesday morning and
thus should have the latest returns of
any newspaper in the San Jose area.

Amidst a mixture of boos and apaccount of a "hailstorm of eggs."
Examination of the splashes made by plause, Chief Ray Blackmore of the San
the eggs, Becker added, revealed that Jose Police vepartment said that
they were dispersed to strongly imply through all the media "I have defended
that the source of the eggs was a single the actions of students of SJS and will
individual. He said a witness has been continue to do so."
Blackmore called the demonstrators’
found to verify the occurrance and
identify the individual. He added that attacks "more verbal than physical,"
the witnesses identity is being kept and added that "the events that night
were played way over and above what
secret.
Becker further stated that very little actually occurred."
SECRET SERVICE
evidence could be found of any other
He implied that the secret service
possible projectiles except bits of
candles and wads of paper. He con- dictated much of what was done in
ceded that a few rocks were found but terms of security logistics and that the
not to the extent to justify exager- SJPD couldn’t be termed sole perpetrators of any security inadequacies.
rations made following the incident.
A.S. President Bill Langan said that
QUESTIONS
He concluded by questioning police the letter which he had written to
security and hinted that the incident President Nixon condemned the
may have been planned as a "deli- violence and asked him to "differenberate act of provocation." He said tiate between the handful of militants
there is a strong possibility that politi- and the rest of the crowd, which had
cians had "sacrificed the reputation of legitimate grievances."
this city and this college for petty politiLee Stearns, Peace and Freedom
cal gain."
Party candidate in the ’25th assembly
Becker supported his hypothesis by district, said that careful plans had
citing what Mr. Nixon said after he had been made to try and avoid any inciflashed the V sign to the crowd on the dents and that the acts of a few indivihood of his limousine, "they really hate duals had been used in a political
it when I do that."
maneuver to stimulate reactionary
He also cited Gov. Reagan who said response to push Republican candi"most of us were giving them the peace dates into office.
sign through the window, because we
Although not originally scheduled,
know that nothing infuriates them Chris Menchine, a member of the San
more." Becker felt that even if this Jose Liberation Front, was allowed to
wasn’t conscious provocation at best it speak just as the forum was breaking
was "highly irresponsible."
up.
BUNZEL SPEAKS
"Saying the ’V’ sign flashed by Nixon
Dr. John Bunzel, SJS president, told was the cause of the violence is pretty
the audience that he would tell the ludicrous if you really look at it," he
Board of Trustees that SJS students said.
were not the major cause of the
"There were militant people there
violence nor were they even the expressing their intense dislike for
majority making up the crowd.
Nixon."
He believes that the violence did little
"PROUD"
change
and
that
to promote effective
He added that "we should not apolo-part of the residue is an increased gize for what happened; we should be
polarization of society.
proud of it!"
"If a majority of the public wants to
In a press conference prior to the
rearrange the priorities in this forum Jody Foster, representing the
country," he continued, "it will have to Front said politicians has issued
be done peacefully.
"distorted lies" and were "using San
"We will not support any group which Jose as a propaganda tool."
tries to get its way imposing muscle
She said the Front had planned the
and violence to push us around."
demonstration to be non-violent and
added "perhaps naively, we felt there
would be no violence unless the pigs
attacked. We underestimated the feelings of the people."
The Front plans on holding its own
forum on the Nixon demonstration tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. at Newman
Center, 79 S. 5th St.

Frontlash ’70 Organization
Working for ’Progressives’
By VIC JANG
Daily Staff Writer
Where have the idealistic, clear eyed,
politically concerned boys and girls of
yesteryear gone?
A good many of them have been
working for a group called Frontlash
’70, a nation-wide organization working
to get out the vote for "progressive"candidates in state and
nation-wide offices,
REGISTERED VOTERS
They register voters. This summer
Frontlash workers registered an estimated 19,000 voters in East Side San
Jose, regardless of party affiliation.
Tonight, volunteers, mostly students,
will be walking precints in these areas,
running car pools and furnishing babysitting.
The fact that this area is heavily lowincome working class, and Democratic
could, by Frontlash’s own admission
have some effect on the outcome of
state legislative, Congressional, Gubernatorial, and senate races in this
county.
Because Frontlash is technically nonpartisan, with a declared favoritism towards "liberal and progressive" candidates, it has been criticized in this
county. The San Jose Peace and
Freedom Party is one critic. It criticizes Frontlash ’70 for not supporting
Lee Stearns, PFP candidate for the 25th
Assembly District seat against Democrate, Alister McAlister and Republican Earle Crandall.
"We are not affiliated with any
party," said Mike O’Kee, county
chairman of Frontlash. "We actively
support John Vasconcellos, incumbent
25th District assemblyman, John
Rutherford candidate for the 14th state
senate district seat, Don Edwards,
incumbent ninth District Congressman,
and Stuart McLean, candidate 10th
Congressional District, all if whom
happen to be Democrats.
TWO GOALS
We have two goals," he continued,
"to elect liberal candidates and to increase the influence of students and
working class people in this system."
Frontlash has spread its services
outside Santa Clara County. In San

Mateo the group is actively working for
Republican Congressional incumbent
Pete McCloskey. In New York it is
supporting the candidacy of Sen.
Charles Goodell, also a Republican.
FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Its operations have been supported
by individual candidates but the
national organization and the unions
provide most of the money, according
to O’Kee.
In addition to voter registration the
group conducts door to door voter
education.
-We are trying to diffuse the image
the working class people have of students," explains O’Kee.
In the future, O’Kee hopes to see the
group become influential enough to run
candidates for San Jose City Council.
"It’s going to be an activist organization," he concludes, "I hope it will be
around for a long time."

A.C. Student
Representation
Threatened
Ninety Academic Council committee
positions still remain to be filled,
reported Dennis Edmundson, A.S.
personnel selection officer yesterday.
Only 12 of the 102 A.C. positions have
been filled.
"If students want to hold their representation on these committees, they
had better be filled," he declared.
Edmundson explained that the lack of
students to fill these positions is impairing the work of the A.(’. committees and
"if students aren’t interested and don’t
start applying, the committees will be
done away with."
In addition to the A.C. positions, 52
remain on A.S. committees. Eight students are needed as soon as possible for
the SpartaCamp committee, said the
personnel officer.
Other conunitt-,e position open are
Ilwilan Relations, Board of Trustees of
Continued to page 3

Nixon Voices
’Great Faith’
In U. S. Youth
President Nixon expressed his
faith in young America’s "idealism"
in a telegram sent to A.S. President
Bill Langan over the weekend.
The text of the telegram:
"I greatly appreciate your
comments about the incident Thursday night in San Jose. You can be
sure that I was totally aware of the
fact that only a small number of San
Jose students participated, that a
substantial number of those who
created the disturbance were from
outside of the city and that the overwhelming majority of San Jose
States’ 24,000 students completely
disapprove of violence and lawlessness as tactics which can be used to
further any cause.
"I have great faith in young
Americans because of their
idealism. I share their concern for
peace at home and abroad. I admire
them for their idealism and for their
desire not only to make a good living
for themselves when they finish
school, but to make life good for less
fortunate people across this nation
and in the world who have not had
the opportunity for a fine education.
-I recall two previous occasions
when I have visited the campus of
San Jose State and received a very
friendly welcome from students who
were there to listen and who would
have been completely repelled by
any group who tried to deny them
their right to listen by shouting down
the speaker.
"I hope you will extend my very
best wishes to all the members of the
San Jose State student body. I
pledge to you and to them, that I will
do everything I possibly can to
achieve the goal which we have not
had in this centurya full generation of peace for them and, hopefully, for their childret.
Richard Nixon"
_A
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Editorials

Daily ’Suggests’
The Spartan Daily, subject to the whims of the Board of Trustees and the
chancellor of the California state colleges, even when those whims are in
apparent violation of the U.S. Constitution, is prohibited from editorially
endorsing any candidate or candidates in a statewide election. (see editorial
below)
But we can make suggestions about what we think are the pertinent issues in
today’s election.
Therefore, when you go to the polls today, here are several things to think
:ibout before you cast your ballot:
Think about the overcrowded classrooms at SJS, the students who will
have to wait one or two more semesters to graduate, the lack of funds for
building and expansion, the cut in administrative personnel and the low
morale of state college administrators and faculty.
And remember the governor and legislators who for the last four years have
put the institutions of higher education in California on a "starvation diet."
Think about the resentment and dismay of state college faculty who were
the only state employees not to receive a cost of living pay raise.
And remember the legislators who instituted that measure.
Think about the loss of individual campuses’ autonomy that has continued
over the past years, as Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke has centralized more and
more power in his office.
And remember the politicians and the politically-motivated trustees who
goaded Dr. Dumke into the dictatorial role he avoided up until recent times.
Think about the oil slick of Santa Barbara and the continuing spread of
pollution, the expansion of more freeways and the lack of an organized plan to
effectively fight the destruction of the environment.
And remember the legislators and the executives who are beholden to large
corporations, including the oil companies, for financial contributions to their
campaigns.
Think about the politicians who use campus unrest as an excuse Lo narrow
academic freedom, manipulate colleges and use students as political pawns.
And remember who those politicians are.
Think about the war in Indochina that goes on and on and on and on.
Endlessly.
And remember the President who talks of ending the war, but expands it
into Cambodia, and who continues to support a corrupt military dictatorship in
Saigon while saying America is "protecting freedom." And remember those
senators and congressmen who support his hypocritical policy.
Think about the festering slums, ghettoes and barrios, and the despairing,
angry people who are forced to live in them.
And remember the administration which is following a policy of "benign
neglect," and opposes school integration except on token terms, And
remember the senators and congressmen who vote against civil rights legislation and oppose integration.
Think about the high rate of crime in the United States that is met with
dangerous, panic legislation which defies the U.S. Constitution with "noknock" and "preventive legislation."
And remember the senators and congressmen who support such unconstitutional measures and use the term "law and order" as code words for racism
and repression. They apply the law against demonstrators, but not against
racist Southern school districts.
Think about Kent State and Jackson State and the massacres there.
And remember the candidates who support shooting students or anyone else
who has the audacity to utilize their constitutional right to dissent. Remember
those candidates who say "what good is a gun without ammunition?"
Think about those who use violence as an excuse to stamp out all dissent in
the United States, including peaceful and lawful dissent.
And remember those candidates who have been attacked by Sprio Agnew,
for they must be doing something right.
Think, and vote, and hope that the rest of America thinks with you.

Our Absent Ballot
It is traditional and proper that on the day of an election all newspapers
publish a list of those candidates whom the newspaper recommends.
Not the Spartan Daily on this election day.
The Daily is prohibited from editorially endorsing candidates for public
Ifice by ruling of the chancellor’s legal staff. The interpretation of Title V
applies to all state college newspapers.
Essentially, the ruling states that college newspapers are prohibited from
endorsing candidates because state law prohibits any utilization of tax money,
or auxiliary funds (such as Associated Student body funds) for the benefit of
political candidates. Also considered was the tax-exempt status of Daily
advertising funds, which could be jeopardized by an editorial endorsement.
The chancellor’s legal opinion, however, allows for endorsement by iiidividual
columnists, and the Daily has presented individual endorsements.
We continue to maintain, however, that this restriction and other such
restrictions arbitrarily imposed by the Board of Trustees, the chancellor, the
governor or the legislature are gross violations of the First and Fourteenth
Amendments to the U.S. Constitution. The Constitution guarantees freedom of
the press. It does not specify exceptions for college newspapers.
The trustees are taking the narrow view, bowing once again to the idol of the
dollar sign. They see themselves as the grand guardians of the tax dollar, and
students as the despoilers of it. We say the Constitution supercedes the
taxpayer. It makes no difference who pays for a paver (the taxpayers, incidentally, pay for only a small fraction of the Spartan Daily’s expenses; about
one-third of these are paid for by the student body and the rest by our own
advertising), it is still covered by the First and Fourteenth Amendments
We have no doubt that the chancellor’s legal staff’s opinion would wither in a
court of law, but the chancellor has other means of reprimands at his disposal:
forcrng the
firing faculty in the Departnyini 4 .1011rnitliSM and Advertising
out of the depart I. .
,
;I.( -411.). .1111 I
iixtikel with
independent publication,
the San Jose Mercury -News.
So we have a Board of Trustees that chooses to ignore the (IS. Constitution
(while constantly crying for "law and order" on campus) and there is little we
state that the Federal Constican do about it but protest. We can repeatedly
) 0,.
’
tution takes precedence over -my stati
That is why the Daily does not endorse candidate,:

Staff Comment

Campaign Over--- Thank God
R/ KAREN PETTERSON
"The preceding has been a paid politica! announcement...- I, for one, am
glad to see the end of the recent
campaign, if only to escape those
endless spots on radio and television.
dowever, they do provide a great deal
of material for thought and could
probably comprise a fascinating study in
psychology.
amazing to see how the candidates
utilize the broadcast media in their
attempts to gain soles.
If you really listen to what they’re
sayingand think about it you can
,--rno up with some interesting possibilities.
Following the President’s unfortunate
visit to our city, Charles Gubser recorded a pitch for Virginia Shaffer-"When the President of the United States
is storied (?) it is time for a change -elect Mrs. Shaffer." Arid she’s going to
stop the violence? (The idec of councilman Shaffer in a Tac Squad outfit staggers the imagination.)
Jess Unruh (candidate-turnedreal
estate agent) has presented himself as a
champion of the people of California, taking .-1 hard-line stand on campus
unrest. (What was Spiro saying about

Staff Comment

Not His Fault
By TERRY FARRELL
If the tour vacant A.5. Judiciary posts
are to be filled by non-politica) individuals, it will be largely due to the efforts
of A.S. Personnel Selection Officer
Dennis Edmondson.
Criticism and pressure have been
aimed at Edmondson from all segments
of A.S. government. He has admitted
responsibility for many errors and even
offered to resign.
But, luckily for the student body,
Edmondson has reconsidered and is
again working to make the judicial
selections as fair as possible.
Edmondson’s main deficiency thus for
has been his lack of knowledge of the
inner workings of A.S. government.
Pressures from both ends of the political
spectrum on campus have influenced his
judgment and errors have resulted.
Student applicants for the judicial
posts missed getting interviews and
quorums were not met. Edmondson has
taken the blame along with a good deal
of criticism. He went before A.S. Council
last Thursday and admitted his errors.
What Edmondson didn’t make clear
was that the Judicial Selection Board is
made iip of five men, not one. Besides
Edmondson, only George Gnesdiloff
attended interviews on a regular basis.
Bill Johnson, faculty representative,
attended the first few sessions but quit
coming when it was obvious that
quorums would not be met.
Matsuo Furuyarna, a former justice,
and Mike Buck, A.S. Council vice chairman, were noticeably absent from
nearly all of the interviews. If the
quorums had been met Edmondson
would not have been cornered into his
mistakes.
Edmondson’s frustration must have
reached a peak at the Council session on
Thursday. After facing Council and
admitting his errors (it would have been
WISiOf to resign) Edniondson was
forced to listen to Buck demanding
reasons for the mistakes. Buck ought to
look into o mirror.
One is left wondering if it is really
Edmondson ’s ,als to go around begging
A.S. government s elected officials, like
Surrivamn and Buck to do their work.

Tunney-come-latelies?- Somehow I
can’t see Big Daddy on a white charger.)
Unruh’s venerable opponent, meanwhile, has tried to convince us that our
state has become a paradise under his
benign rule for the past four years. Any
defects in the state are due to an
"uncooperative legislature" or some
-bureaucracy on a higher level" over
which he has no control, right?
A Reagan cohort, tap dancer George
Murphy. would have us believe he is a
hero of the Chicanos with his "bi-lingual
education program.- But old George
needed a bit of outside help for his
sagging campaign. So Dick assured us
he needed Murphy to carry out his campaign promises. Was it only two years
ago he promised to get us out of Southeast Asia?
Meanwhile, Murphy s opponent
apparently spends most of his time
walking along the beach, his Kennedy
hair style blowing freely, while some
unseen guru tells us we need a "fighter
in our corner.;
But the most interesting thing to me is
not the promises, charges and countercharges that have been flying freely
across our airvvoves, but the techniques,
the voices, ond especially the names of
the committees who purchase the air
time.
There are the usual number of
"citizens’ committees- for this issue, and
concerned citizens" for that candidate.
But a few try to add a little flair-’Friends of Rafferty" and "Californians
for Clean Water- are a few of my favorites. The one that has to be the all-time
great, however, is Jack Webb’s pitch for
Evelle Younger sponsored by "Ex-F8I
Agents for Younger."
A final word to all you voters ---don’t
take the paid political announcements
too seriously, but please remember to
vote.

Staff Comment

Dudley Rides
To Rescue
By FRED HEMPY

Trustee Dudley Swim is definitely not
a politician. Anyone as tactless and "debauched- as to attack every facet of the
educational system would never be
elected to anything.
But Dudley was appointed.
Swim was the only dissenting vote in
the Trustees’ approval of the state
college budget. I question a man’s moral
fiber when he tells another man, "I’m
leaving; Vote ’no’ for me.’’
Immediately following his statement
calling for a grand jury investigation of
state college campuses, Dudley departed. That is to say. Swim swam out of
that building so fast you might have
thought he heard Ronnie calling.
In his statement, Swim attacked
faculty, students, the budget, college
administrations, "the vicious drug
problem,- student newspapers, and
faculty associations. All this in a two page statement packed full of such
glittering generalities as "student newspapers which aid and abet debauchery,"
-demoralization of administration,"
-non-career oriented students who clog
our system and punks and jackals in
the student body and faculty.- Perhaps a
few lessons from Mr. Agnew would
improve the trustee’s rhetoric.
As long as Swim makes such monstrous attacks on our state college
system and the people involved in it, we
must be doing something right

As the months of rhetoric draw to a
close, we have a lost moment to gather
our wits. The candidates are capitalizing
on the fear in the land and the oft.
repeated slogan of "law and order" and
all like cliches are the basis of verbal
outpourrings. Democrats and Republicans alike have grown stagnant and
rigid and have not lived up to the challenges of the time. They have failed to
move with the growing sensibility of the
people. Those of you who claim the right
to be human beings, to fulfill your
destiny, and watch the ever-growing
power -system dominate your life, must
reject such stagnation and indifference.
Civil right movements have been
shoved aside by giving the people atole
con el dedo. Huelga workers have to
starve while the rest of us overeat and
live in luxury. Then we are told that is
the way it has to be. In the meantime,
UC at Davis ’is helping the workers by
developing machines that will soon replace and discard them.
What are the alternatives: The Democratic party? No. All MAPA has ever
done is deliver the Chicano vote, but
once the election is over, Chicanos are
never allowed to participate in decision
making.
The lonely, dissenting, rational voices
of Riles, Vasconcellos, and Dellums,
should be supported in this election.
Other than these few courageous
people there is very little choice
between Republicans and Democrats.
It’s the old tired cliche of the "lesser of
the two evils." Remember in ’64 when
Johnson and Goldwater were running
Johnson was considered the lesser of
the tvvo evils and then once elected he
escaLted the war in Vietnam to undreamed-of proportions. In retrospect,
Goldwater’s threats of escalation seem
pale by comparison to the gruesome
reality of this endless, grinding war.
We must express our dissatisfaction
openly. It is no longer a time for compromise. Let’s cast our votes for those
candidates who are committed to the
peace and freedom of all people and,
where necessary, use our vote as a
dissenting weapon. Politicians not only
look at the winning votes, but also at the
dissenting votes.
Candidates such as Romo and Scheer
from the Peace and Freedom Party may
not win but they do represent a dissenting positive force in our society which
must be supported. A refusal to use our
vote is an approval of a degraded and
vicious government and using it as a
voice of open dissent is the only nonviolent choice left to us in this election.
All major candidates who foil to meet
your standards of integrity and your
requisites as mento hell with them.
Cast a dissenting voice for peace and
freedom candidates.

Staff Cornment

Vasconcellos
By FRANK HABER
In the Daily’s continuing series on
local candidates. I shall focus on the two
main contenders in the 24th Assembly
districtDemocratic incumbent John
Vasconcellos, and Republican challenger
Mrs. Virginia Shaffer.
Mrs. Shaffer, 47, hr’s served for eight
years on the San Josj City Council. She is
on avowed consen. ative Republican who
seems concerned -about the ultraliberal, permissive reforms of the
incumbent."
Mrs. Shaffer is disgusted that tax
dollars must go toward rebuilding colleges that are damaged by student
rioting
John Vasconcellos, 38, is currently
completing his fourth year as assemblyman in California. He is a "dove"
Democrat and has clue- red over 150
bills and constitutional nendments, coauthoried 175 propor ., and has voted
over 10,000 times ir ,e last four years.
In past years, he has been seen many
times on Seventh Street just rapping
with students who would come up and
talk to him.
Where Shaffer is myopic, Vasconcellos
is concerned.
Where Shaffer is reactionary. Vasconcellos is aware.
For peace’s sake, vote for John Vasconcellos today.
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Hijacker ExC Offers Birth Control Services
Successful
comptled
News Review

’

1..s"

From Associated Press

MIAMI, FI.A.A self-styled "Chicano revolutionary"
hijacked a United Air Lines jet with 75 persons aboard to
Cuba Monday, taking two children along for the 2,500-mile
flight from California to Havana.
Wearing a leather jacket and the brown beret often worn
by militant Chicanos, the middle-aged gunman told the crew
of the Boeing 727:
"I mean business. This is a Chicano operation."
The jet’s scheduled flight to Los Angeles and Portland,
Ore., was interrupted moments after take off from San Diego
late Sunday. Capt. Joe Kolons reversed direction and went to
Tiajuana, Mexico, for more fuel and then flew on to Havana
with the gunman sitting in the cockpit.
Kolons said the plane was on the ground at Havana’s Jose
Marti Airport for about three hours before he was cleared to
fly on to Miami Monday.
In Miami, passengers said the gunman was greeted warmly by a Cuban militiaman who escorted him from the plane.
"When we landed, I saw the guy in the khaki uniform patting him on the back as they were walking away," said 19year-old Deborah Ferguson of San Diego.
The gunman also showed excitement when he first saw the
island from the air, crew members said.
Stewardess Margie Guggisberg, who along with other crew
members was held hostage for brief periods during the flight,
was sitting in front of the hijacker when he saw Cuba.
"His face seemed to just light up. He was just very, very
proud," she said.
Kolons a 43-year-old flight veteran from San Juan Capistrano, said the hijacker crouched on a shelf in the cockpit
during the 5s -hour trip to Havana.
Two children who boarded the plane with the hijacker left
with him in Havana. They had remained in the plane’s coach
area during the flight, playing with toys or talking with
stewardesses.

Shorter Campaign Period
LOS ANGELESCalifornia’s Democratic and Republican
party chiefs agreed with Gov. Reagan Monday that the
state’s election campaigns are too long and too costly.
Over the weekend, the Republican governor suggested the
primary election be moved back from the first week of June
to the first week of September.
GOP state chairman Dennis Carpenter, a state senator
from Newport Beach, and Roger Boas of San Francisco, the
Democratic party chairman, agreed in telephone interviews:
"I think anything that foreshortens it is worth very serious
consideration," said Boas a San Francisco County supersor.
"Both parties are desperately concerned about this. I hope
I can meet with my Republican countrpart after the election
to discuss ways and means to correct this."
"I rfenerally favor that," Carpenter said of a shorter campaign, prefering a duration of a little over two months rather
than the present five months between the primary and the
elections.
The present situation "puts us in a position where the
period of activity is so extended there is a tendency to up the
cost and to create too much time for the public to be bombarded," Carpenter said.
Each chairman accused the opposition party of conducting
unfair campaigns.
Carpenter said he is concerned about "the type of
advertising, both television and direct mailings, that people
are engaging in.
"I think one thing we can do is offer legislation next year to
set up a system, by a dispassionate outside group, where
these might be reviewed prior to distribution," Carpenter
said.

Explosion Investigation
FRESNOPolice and FBI agents here said Monday they
have few clues in the separate weekend dynamite bombings
of a U.S. Army Induction Center and the tri-weekly shopping
newspaper, thz Fresno Guide.
The bombings occurred late Saturday night, moments
after police received an anonymous telephone call from a
person who said "downtown will be rocking."
The FBI is investigating because the induction center near
the downtown area is a federal facility even though the
building is leased.
Guide officials said damage to the building could reach
$10,000, although publication was not disturbed.

Games Here Aid
Local Mentally III
By RICHARD KENDALL
Daily Staff Writer
The bowling and pool
facilities of the College
Union are being used to aid
people with mental illness.
Every Monday a group
from the Oak’s Clinic
psychiatric day care center
comes to the Union for an
afternoon of pool and bowling.
The day is a regular segment of the center’s broad
program
recreational
designed to get the patient
interacting with the community and the community
interacting with them.
Two of the nine staff members are SJS graduates. Both
are deeply involved working
in the overall program that
focus on the group.
VOLUNTEER WORKER
Mike Vasta was graduated
with a degree in psychology
February. He is a recreation
therapist and returns to SJS
on the Mondays. While
attending classes here he got
acquainted with the clinic. "I
used to come over here as a
volunteer, that’s how I got
involved," Vasta said.
Pat Brown, an occupational therapist, is a 1966 SJS
graduate. People with mental illness are not strangers
to her. "I worked my way
through college at Agnew
State Hospital. I have been
interested in this work for
some time."
There are also a psychologist and a psychiatrist who
work part time, plus two
social workers, two technicians and a nurse, all
specialists in the psychiatr.c
field.
A maximum of 30 persons

can be cared for at a time.
According to Vasta the program is designed for adults.
The youngest person they
have had was 16.
DIFFERENT DIAGNOSIS
"The patients have different diagnoses, much more
serious than the usual
neuroses you see during
finals time." Vasta said.
"Some of these people have
been in Agnew for 15 or 20
years and are just getting reintegrated with society.
"Some only come in three
days during the week. When
they do come they must stay
the entire day from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m."
In the mornings there is
group therapy. The workers
divite the patients into
sections of four to facilitate
the process of developing a
close relationship with other
people and to work on
personal problems.
Once a month they go on a
special trip. "We try to pick
places that are not frequented often or hard to get to
without a car. Some of the
people have never been to
places like Monterey or
Santa Cruz." Miss Brown
said.

By LINDA HAWKINS
Daily Staff Writer
A low prim ity rating was
assigned to establishing a
birth control clinic at the
Student Health Center by the
chancellor of the state
college system last May.
This rating is still in effect.
Because of this, the Experimental College and the A.S.
have developed three birth
control services for SJS
students.
These services include
abortion counselling, a class
in birth control methods and
a group dedicated to establishing a birth control clinic
on the campus.

ABORTION
An abortion counselling
service is available under
this program. It is free of
charge to all students. Counselling is conducted by an
experienced and fully trained counselor, with all
information
being
confidential.
John Lux, co-director of
the Experimental College
expalined, "The counselling
service is not new to the
campus, rather such a service has existed here for the

Lent j ear and a half. What we
are attempting to do this
semester
is to give the
legitimacy it deserves. The
need for a service such as
this is shown by the large
number of people who seek
this type of information
every day. We firmly believe
that the welfare of SJS students is involved. It should
be the responsibility of the
college to provide a well publicized and effective
Abortion Counseling -Referral Program. Until this
responsibility is fully recognized, the Experimental
College will continue to
operate
this
needed
service "
The counselling service is
available from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Appointments are
necessary and can be made
through the Experimental
College office at 295-8108.
METHODS
The second service being
offered is a class in birth
control methods. The class
runs in two-week sessions,
meeting once a week
throughout the semester.
The class is being taught by
trained staff members from

A.C. Committees
Continued from page 1
Housing
the Academy,
Election Board,A.S. Budget
Committee,
Orientation
Conference
Committee,
Intramural Board, Committee for Intracultural
Education and the Student
Community Involvement
Program.
Students who have applications on file for the various
committees must have an
interview prior to being accepted to their position,
explained Edmundson. Students who have applied but
have not yet received an

SJS Women
Swimmers
In Dual Meet

interview are urged to contact Edmundson in the A.S.
offices in the College Union.

San Jose Planned Parenthood. It is open to all
students and meets at 7 p.m.
in Health Building 206.
The class is designed to
present in an objective manner the different types of
contraceptives now available to the public. The
history of birth control,
method instruction on the
use, cost and effectiveness of
each device are discussed.
The third class is focused
on the continuing effort to
establish a birth control
clinic in the Student Health
Center. Last semester this
program trained more than
100 students in the aspects of
operating a clinic on campus
and succeeded in laying the
ground work for the proposed clinic.

NOW Magazin(
porary issues of my,
to the campus cumin:.
ity.

The first of two NOW
magazine supplements to
the Spartan Daily will appear Thursday, Nov. 5.
Acco ling to Editor Les
Silver, senior journalism
major from Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, the
magazine will attempt to
analyze critical, contem-

The training of staff
personnel will be continued.
In addition, students who
have completed training will
work on an internship basis
at Planned Parenthood until
a clinic can be established
here.
Communication between
SJS and other campuses will
be initiated in order to
discuss the feasibility of oncampus facilities.
LOBBYING
Lobbying and persuasion
of the chancellor to lift the
low priority rating and the
administration to support
the program are the main
targets for the program.
This class will meet every
Thursday at 7 p .m. in Health
Building 208. Lux is the
instructor.

With this object!
NOW will discuss unusi
and seldom reported
peels of the drug so ..
the rise of fascism,
Women’s Lib.

EVERYTHING
YOU’VE EVER
WANTED TO
KNOW
ABOUT
BEER

IN PERSON

(But didn’t know
whom to ask)

PLUS

AND

Nov. 4 Film
Cancelled

HIS

SOUTHERN
GENTLEMEN

MARY TAYLOR

SAT. NOV. 7-8:30 PM
OAKLAND COLISEUM

"The Big Sleep," a film in
the classic film series scheduled for showing on Nov. 4
at 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m. in
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
will not be seen, due to a mixup in transit, according to
Dr. James Caberceiras,
coordinator of utilization
services.

$400

pl"..Thtgirr

a delightful mixture of lore, myth
At last . . in one great book
and anecdote never before asseroleo in a single volume.
For instance, do you know how many bottles of been it would tai.e to
float the battleship Missouri? Or what been can do for orchids? You’e
planning a party and you need to know how to tap a keg, and how
many glasses of been ycu can get ’-orn a half-barrel .. and how many
and per female Maybe
servings you should allbw per male guest .
beer steins intrigue you, and you’d like to know more about them.
Search no longer . .. the answers are all here in Falstaff’s Complete
Beer Book Ana that’s not nearly all. You’ll chuckle at author Fred
Birmingham’s livit.hearted history of been .
and you’ll join him in a
brewery tour with the brewmaster as your guide. There’s even a glossary of little-known brewing terms . .. because everyone should know
what a "zwickel" is! And wait 111 you try "Hungerburgers" made with
beer!
The perfect gilt for Dad
or a fraternity brother.... or even for
Uncle Charley In fact, this deluxe paperback belongs on every bookshelf and backbar,

CHARLEY SONNY
PRIDE JAMES
JOHNNY DUNCAN

JUST

Sand Si 00 etum 350 Iamtada
and handl, tor as. copy

TICKETS: $5.50, $4.50, $3.50

BEER BOOK
PA Box 2J007
St Lours No 6.1156

SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE

Chad; cash non,,., order for
lull amount must be oncluNd
le. *War Sarre. no COD s
ltd.staurr mutton., sad 3%
Wes tem I

912 Town & Country Village, S.J.
246-1160
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The undefeated SJS women’s intercollegiate swimming team will go against
Sacramento State this Saturday in a duel meet at Sacramento.
The team, in a tri-meet
last Thursday against U.C.
Davis and American River
College, were once again the
victors despite the efforts of
American River College’s
Debbie Meyers, a nationally
known swimmer.
The SJS team is the holder
of the Northern California
Relay Championship.
Nidd

ROPE

it to

$225.00 f.t. from
West Coast
Christmas Flights $235.00
Fly one way for $150.00
Available flights from
N.Y. flights
Within Europa, Israel,
& the Orient
For information contact:
365-8625

sot

E.S.E.P.

Woodside Rd.,
Redwood City
E. S. E. P. SJSC members

"Extra Brilliance
Astnn,hing
A Phenomenon
Virtuosity," ,
Such Consummate Art.stry Is A Pore
.
Faperiencel"
"Roused His Audience To Thunderous
f,i.
Applause,"
’ Subtle, Amazing Virtuosity Simply
Unbelievable!" I ranYlorl Allgernerne

OCI
The World Renowned
flamenco Guitarist
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cilailIng
San Jose Civic
Auditorium
Thursday, Nov. 12th
Student
Group Discount
Tickets On Sale:
San Jose Box Office
912 Town and
Country Village
246-1160

SEr\flORS & GRADUATES

VISTA

IS HERE
Monday -Friday
8:30-3:00p.m.
COLLEGE UNION
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Hanson First

Booters Nip Chico

SJS Poloists Edge Harriers Win at Mt. SAC
LK Santa Barbara
By JOHN MURPHY
Daily Sports Writer
in a game marred by
many deliberate fouls, the
Spartan water poloists were
able to edge UC Santa Barbara, 6-5, in the Gaucho’s
peol Saturday morning. SJS
recorded a much easier victory Friday afternoon over
San Francisco State, 19-1, in
the SJS pool.
The win over Santa Barbara was very important for
the Spartans as it left Long
Beach State the only team
without a Pacific Coast Athletic Association loss. Both
the Spartans and Gauchos
have one league defeat.
Santa Barbara faces Lang
Beach this weekend. The
outcome of that game will
decide the seedings for the
PCAA Tournament three
weeks away.
"This was our most difficult win to date. The game
was a defensive struggle all
the way," stated coach Lee
Walton. -The game was
marred by an excess of very
deliberate, gross fouling."
Ed Samuels led ghe SJS

scoring attack with three
goals. Ken Belli scored twice
and Mike Monsees once for
the Spartans. All-American
Ben Gage scored three times
for the Gauchos.
-Ed played his third
strong game in a row. He’s
moving and driving much
better than he did earlier in
the season," praised Walton.
"Mike Runels played a great
game at goalie. He repeatedly came out of the cage
and stole the ball. This prevented them from getting
more shots."
Friday’s encounter with
the Gators was much easier
for SJS. Walton used twenty
men in the contest with the
top SJS scorers not seeing
action.
Freshman Brad Jackson
scored four times while
Chris Holt made three goals
for the Spartans.
SJS is now 12-4 on the season and 4-1 in PCAA competition. The Spartans travel to
Stockton this Friday where
they meet University of
Pacific in a league contest.

"Gary has done it again
for us. He’s one of the most
consistent runners we’ve had
in a long time," commented
coach Lee Evans. "He’s our

top runner every race."
The Spartans scored 43
points, topping Occidental,
Cal Poly at Pomona, and
several other small schools
in the Los Angeles area.
Maury Greer, the Spartan’s number two man this
year, placed fourth after
running most of the race in
second place. Gary Rezowalli placed seventh and
Nick Rosner 12th for SJS.
Mark Lvans was 19th for the
Spartans while Cliff Chisam
was an unofficial 15th.
"Rezowalli ran one of his
best races ever for us. He
has improved tremendously
since the first of the season,"
praised Evans. "Chisam ran
his best race of the year.
We’ve expected great things.
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TOP FINISHER-SJS cross country star Gary Hanson, who
led the Spartans to the Mt. SAC title Saturday with a first
place finish. The Spartan harriers have a bye this week before the PCAA championships on Nov. 14.
-Daily photo by Gary Kelmenson

TODAY
Phrateres, 3:30 p.m., C.U.
Costanoan. Bring articles for
servicemen:
paperback
books, stationary, and small
games.
ExC: Current Politics and
Roots in Urge to Live, 4 p.m.,
Barracks 13.
Spartan Shields, 6:30 p.m.,
(’.U. Pacifica Room.
American Marketing Association AMA), 7 p.m.,
Zorba’s Restaurant, 1350 S
Bascom Ave. Guest speaker
will be Jack Naylor, regional
marketing manager of Proctor & Gamble.
ExC:-7 p.m., HB-206.
Birth control methods class.
The various methods and
their availability are discussed.
Spartan Oriocci, 7 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan. Preparation
for upcoming volleyball
tournaments. Everyone welcome.
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Almaden Room.
Women’s Liberation, 7:30
p.m., C.U. Guadalupe Room.
Occupational Therapy
Club, 4 p.m., HB 301, Important meeting for all members. Don’t forget 75 cents
dues.

Seminar on Nonviolence, 7
p.m., Jonah’s Wail. Subject:
"What about revolutionary
violence?" A debate.
WEDNESDAY
Students Helping Other
People (SHOP), C.U. Pacifica. Open to all interested
students.
Baptist Student Union, 10
a.m., C.U. Manzanita Room,
Alpha Eta Rho, 7:30 p.m.,
C.U. Costanoan Room.
THURSDAY
Angel Flight, 7 p.m., MH
422. Pledge class 6:30 p.m.
Financial
Management
Association, 7:30 p.m.,
Blums, Town & Country Village. Speaker; Daniel R.
Cowans, referee in bankruptcy.
Operation Thanksgiving, 8
p.m., C.U. Pacifica. Members of all campus organizations urged to attend.
FRIDAY
German Club, 1 p.m., C.U.
Diablo Room.
Billet Foundation, 6 p.m.,
Jewish Student Center, 47 S.
Fifth. Sabbath dinner. Call
Debbie Vollmer for reservations, 297-1223. $1.
SUNDAY
Seminar on Meaning, 9:45
a.m., The New Wineskin,
"The Rise of Opposition to
Jesus."

OUTSTANDING VA LUES TO FIT YOUR
BOOK BUY ING BUDGET

Ole, Move by More rosy ,r
$2.98
Filled with Laughter Jew.sh
346 page 35 95) nil
A Sin oil Town in Germany n
Le.Gorre ($6 9:1 $1.00
Astrology 30 V’s Research by
Dor s Donne On lo,re manes.
x,er $$
i$enith, etc
P
The Explorer nn,.. ,
Sale $1.00
Keyes V. 4’ ..

Flight fro. the Republic Tories
e Amer,,on Revolution
Sale $1
($650) .
Flower & Furniture InHistorir
$3.95
Homes 10. 3101
Erotic Revolution stew of new
momWy ($7 50) ... Sole $2.911
The tasked Ape by Desrnnnil
Morns (85 95)
$2.911
You Coo Whittle & Carve
$1.911
lIlac (Oriq 5-1 75)
o. ie

HUNDREDSMORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s Books, Religion,
\Lisle, Art, etc. Get These new hooks at Bargain Prices.
now at San Jose Book Shop.
COME EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE!

IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOK
us about it -chances are we can give you immediate
information as to price, exact title and availability.
II WI’ don’t have it, we can get it for you promptly.

..vk

bookstore

Open til
9 00 P M.
Thursday

San ose

IP OK SHOP

FALL DEADLINE SPECIAL for
Party Mate’s 10 interesting, on campus, computer dates 52 for gals, SA for
guys Chance on fall drawing of cash
Prizes (Top prize 61001 Dates mailed
and winners announced Nov. 12 Write
now for questionnaire
PARTY
MATE. PG Box 311, Dayton, Ohio
45405 Last acceptable postmark Nov.
Belly Dancing Instruction Belly Danc
tog is an earthy dance celebration the
iOys of life Two classes .Wed nite
one hour lessons 52 50 or Thurs night
two hour lessons 53 50 Both classes
cover dance steps, veil work and
linger symbol instruct Come to class
of YOur choice this week at dance
studio 1378 S Bascom at 7 p.m

Spartaguide

CAN DL’

roberts

286 6500

1961 Ford Fatrlane 4 Or Good Trans
portation .150 Best Offer Cali 287
6281 after 6 p.m.

(I)

SAM WANTS YOU
Students, all
metiers welcome See both on 7th St.

TOMORROW

CARDS
JEWELRY
MACRA
ME and
ANYTHI
NG ELSE
WE
MAY GI
VE AS
IDEAS
we have
the mat
vials ..

*VAR MOTOR IMPORTS

250 E. Santa Clara

Girl in oxygen lung receives one min.
ute free oxygen for every empty
cigarette pack brought 10540 S. 5th. St.
Please HOW.

.184 E. San Carlos St.
2 8 7-7550

HOLDER

For Students & Faculty

1. Now Cars Starting from $1,795.00.
2. Over 100 quality, guaranteed dommestic and foreign used cars.
3. Complete lease program. )New cars
under 850.00 monthly/
4. Complete rental service $6.00 daily,
8c a mile, "Free Gas"
6. Complete body and fender -foreign
and domestic -free estimates. Loaners available.
6. Complete transmission service -standard and automatic -overhauled for
as little as $99.50.
7 Expert tune up service -domestic and
foreign for as little as $5.95 labor.
8 Lowest rates on all general mechanical repair, all makes and models.
9 Complete storage facilities inside or
out for autos, trailers, motor cycles
campers and boats -as low as $10.00
monthly.
10. Bank financing on all purchases
of the above for as low as 6%.

BARN BUSTER TRIO

MAKE IT. FINE WINE MOO a gal.
B REW 8 cents a qt. Beer 8. Wine
Books & Recipes Crocks Malt Hops
FREE AD
Grape Concentrates
VICE BEGINNERS START HERE!
Located in the Arts I Crafts Center,
Ph. 248 6680, 1855 The Alameda. THE
CALIFORNIA WINEMAKER.

LANCER COPY SERVICE

wroMmeWlenir
..1111.11."

10% DISCOUNT

A MEAL IN ITSELF!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3 FREE COPIES WITH THIS AD

44111911....

son.

375 So Market St

Spartan Daily Classifieds

aleliMINISlarare

F tire Collating 7 Colors
Legal, 3 Hole Punched Paper

from Andre Marechal and
pushed a head shot past the
Chico goalie for the decisive
score.
SJS is now 8-0-2 on the sea-

4441-8P8L1864,4061.8p$433$4.11,4143*****71114341.
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Tiles. Nov. 3
With this ad

The intramural office has
announced that a "mandatory" meeting of basketball league captains will be
held today in MG 201 at 3
p.m. All teams that are going
to compete in the league that
opens Thursday night should
be represented.
Today is also the deadline
date for table tennis entries.
As far as officials for the upcoming season Dr. Dan
Unruh, director of intramurals, notes the program
-is in pretty good shape" although he admits he wishes
there was more black students blowing a whistle.

XEROX
COPIES

out of him and I think he’s
finally come into his own,"
Rosner, recuperating from
a bout with the flu, ran much
stronger than expected. "It
was very encouraging to see
Nick run so well this early.
He’ll be very important in
the conference finals,"
added Evans.
The harriers will get a bye
this weekend before the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association Finals to be held on
the SJS course the following
weekend.

(4,0d Only414t 11ED BARN

Intrnmurals

RENT A

AMR=

The SJS cross country
team won its second invitational of the season when it
grabbed first place at the
Mount San Antonio College
Invitational over the weekend. The harriers also won
the Sacramento Invitational
earlier this year.
Although the teams entered in the race were not
as tough as usual, Gary
Hanson ran one of his
stronger races of the year.
Hanson covered the fivemile, flat course in the winning time of 24:44.

Chico in the second overtime. The score was nullified
however when Cannon was
called for being offside.
One minute later, Tony
Suffle received a corner kick

By MIKE CONLEY
Dolly Sports Writer
SJS’ unbeaten soccer team
came back from an apparent
defeat to nip Chico State 1-0
last night in an emotion packed game at Spartan Stadium. By winning, the Spartan’s took a giant step towards a berth in the NCAA
regionals while virtually eliminating the Wildcats from
the playoff picture.
After playing scoreless
soccer through four quarters
and one overtime period, the
Wildcats winger Otey Cannon scored what appeared
to be the winning goal for

Best Seller
Reprints

Opportunity Kneckethl Classic Guitar
class for beginners Starts November
0th Call now Bob Brandon 275 9472
SONGWRITERS, MUSICIANS AND
SINGERS WANTED. Call Eric
H ilding at 292 2222
GungFu, Include Karate & Tradi
tonal weapons, self defense techni
sues 8, forms of North Shaolin, Law
Horn, Praying Mantis, Pa Kua & Tai
CM chuan are taught at YMCA. 1717
Alameda, S J Tel 798 1717
One grey striped kitten 111 wk) friend
ly, Box trained After 2 p.m. at 732
3776
CONSERVATION FORUM Meeting,
Nov 4. ’70. 1 p.m. 5 236. Discussion of
Prop TO.
EUROPE CHARTER FLIGHTS.
Several schedules roundtrip or one.
way From West Coast to London,
Amsterdam, Frankfurt. Coordinator
Professor Margaret Peel. 247 Roy
croft Ave. Long Beach 90803. 43a-2179.
le
For Males &
Females Mon. or Thur. or Sun. Even
no classes avail No contract. 901 N.
8th & E Heeding. Sponsoree by.
Society of Kung Fu. Call 292 4530.

’63 Renault New Clutch 13. Fuel Pump.
Good tires, Recent Tune, EXC COND.
28 mpg in city. S325. Ph. 286.5168.

LOST

’61 Rambler Classic, V.8 power steer
ing
brakes, automatic door lock,
$20000 or best offer 2954566,

loft 161.1
U.S. SURPLUS: Combat boots: Field
iaCkets: Camping supplies; Navy Pea
Coats: Bell bottom pants (Denim
Wool
Whites)S, London Bobby
Capes: S nish Leather Jackets. HIP
PIE FASHIONS. Furs 8. Leather.
JACK 8. PAT’S 3rd HAND STORE. 375
E Heeding St Si. Also 7016 Thornton Ave., Newark. 10 5 Mon, Thur. 10
6 Fri & Sat.

1967 ALFA, 1300 Vioce, New Brakes,
Tires, Salves, Dark Green, ’mac
Cond 5:600 or Best offer 34,61440 or
593 7241
My frosty ’64 Pontiac Tempest, 6
cylinder auto. New tires, erg. sound.
5603 Shirley, 3940741 Rm. 123 Eves.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 5.
MUST SELL: ’$2 Willies Jeep ALL
METAL BODY Runs well, recent re
Pain Make Offer. PhOrte 287.3929
252 2820
FRIDAY FLICKS: The Shoes of the
tsherman Anthony Quinn Morris
Dailey Aud. 7 & 10 p m Fri Nov 6. 50
cents

FREE Room 6. board tor girl over HI
as a companion Phone Robert at 298
2308

FAST ACCURATE, Experienced
typist, can Edit. Four miles from
campus. Mrs. Astanian 298.4104.

2 Bdrm. mdrn. turn. apartment.
S160 00 Wk. S.J S 9:300 m, to 2 p.m.
Also 3 Bdrm apt reduced. Girls. 419
So 10th St
z baths.

HELP SELF BY HELPING OTHERS
55.00 540.00 Mo. FOR BLOOD OR
PLASMA, PRESENT STUDENT
ACTIVITY CARD FOR 1st. TIME
S1.00 BONUS. CALIF. BLOOD BANK,
35 S. Almaden S.J. PH. 294 6535 (Op
posite Greyhound Depot).

Fly for cost my 4 place plane & comm.
pilot takes you 8. friends anywhere for
510 Hr. 244 6079

3 male or female for lee. 3 bdr, house
near school 560 rno. Call 272.1009.
Ready Dec. I

ng and landscaping, cleaning,
painting, pruning by experienced
man Lowest prices. Call aft 3. 293
3248.

Liberal 4th girl roommate needed to
share 2 bedroom apt. at 12th and San
Antonio. 2913 6728 aft I p m. Prefer
over 71
Need Male Roommate to share apt.
with 3 others. Pool 552.50 a me. 55550
10th 289 9238.

Beginning Guitar for sale $25. Come to
529 S 10th Apt 4 No Phone Ask tor
Jack

GIRL: 2 bdrtn mod fur. apt. Own
room. Nr. SJS. Pool S40. Late nite
calls OK. No calls Wknd btw. 1.5. 2901333.

V.W. Superch eeeee , Rootes type
S7500 Concord 350 auto reverse tape
recorder, 5" reels S55 00. 378 5475.
BATIKS - BEAUTIFUL! To see near
campus. Call 289 9689.

2 BDRM Unfurn Apts. 5125. New
Drapes 8. Paint. AEK, Wash FacIll
ties. 5 mm from SJSC. 293.5995.

CHRONOSPORT watches & timers_
All watches I timers Guarantved.
From $15 call 227 8723

Mature couple needs I Bdrm Apt
Clean Reas. Near School as of Jan 1
269 8525

AQUARIUMS) Built to your Specifics,
t ions. Find a New High 8. Space Out on
your own Tropical Fish. Jim 295.8709.

Two Female Roommates Needed to
share a 3 Bc11,1 apt with 3 others 470
S 11th No 24, 3970300

Raleigh Super.Course 10 SO. 24 in.
Call Paul at 259 9731. Best Offer.

HELP

One Roommate Needed. Prefer upper
division. 058.00 mo. 4 bike from
campus. Call 287 9917
GRADUATE STUDENTS 13 or 41 to
share ig. furnished 3 bdrm, 2 bath apt.
AEK. pool. garage, 0240. 296,5187 or
298.6220
FRIDAY FLICKS, The Shoes of the
Fisherman Anthony Quinn. Morris
Dailey AO. 71 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 6. SO
cents
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

WANTED ISI

SERVICES Ill

Students Part.tirne. Several positions
open. If you have your own car and are
free to work from 4 to 10 p.m week
days, and weekends We have an ideal
opportunity. Both men and women
considered. You most like to meet the
Public and have a neat appearance
Excellent pay, fringe benefits. Testing
for these positions witl commence at 3
pm sharp Mon Nov 9 See Mr
Winter 1850 Boni Place Suite 130 San
Mateo Calif No Phone calls

TYPING, IBM Elec, exper. editing
Former English teacher. P U 11
deliver Call Mary Bryner, 744 64411
after 6 00.
TYPING thesis, term papers, etc ,
experienced and FAST, i PhOrle 269
86/4

113.00 Per hr., Male 8. Female Need
Money for food, rent, books, car? If
you are willing tower*, we pay 3.00 hr
After qualifying require care & neat
%wear Fuller Brush Co 225 5513

AUTO INSURANCE Annual liability
1B I & PPD I Married or Single age 24
L over 1.89. married 21 17 SIMI Mr Toll
241 3900
STEREO’S FOR RENT: Portable or
console free delivery, free service, no
contract Esche’s 251 2598

Need extra money for Xmas? Part or
full time work Start at 52 per hr Call
Michael 787 6769.

TV’s FOR RENT: free service, free
delivery in San Jose area: no contract.
Esche’s 251 2590

neat clean responsible
’,tarried couple over 21 to manage
apt, Apply at 635 So 11th St No I,
San Jose after 7 pm only

MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE annual
hammy rates 0 125cc S28, 126cc 200n
136. 201cc 450cc 546. 451cc 600cc 562
Mr Neal 371 1877

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.
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CHECK-A CLASSIFICATION
Persons’, (7)
Hell) Writer, 141
[3 Serous 111
1 Housing (5)
TreogerSIbee
Len eei resell (I)
In len 151
Anneuntements
Airtemetiv 121

PERSONALS 8
Girl in oxygen lung receives one min
free oxygen for every empty clgarette
Pack brought to 540 S 5th St Please
help.,
Discouraged? Under Pressure? Need
Help? Get the Daily Habit of Calling
DIAL PEACE OF MIND 294.3333. 13
rnin.)
SAM WANTS YOU - Students, all
majors welcome. See booth on 7th St.
Humanists are searching for meaning
and values within the framework of a
naturalistic philosophy For free intro.
ductory packet, call 2940017 or write
HCSJ. P.O. Box WI, S.J. 95106.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3
Happy belated birthday, FUrlballS!
FAST EDDIE You’re the coolest
You’ve Got a Lot of Class Make your
play Don’t Be Shy Love P L

TRANSPORTATION
E UROPE - ISRAEL ’EAST AFRICA,
student travel discounts Contact
I SC A. representative Fred, 615.843
1657 Hrs 462036 Regent St. Berkeley
FLY YANKEE1 Introductory Flight,
5500 College Club from 5900 hr
Call 259 3775 Western Sport Aviation,
Inc.
VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3

To

Place

an ad:
Send In handy order
Enclosed

cash

Make check out to
fially Classifieds.
Phone

blank

or check.
Spartan

294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds on cencelled ads Print your ad herr
days

three lines
One day

t4s itmyc

TYPIST - ’IRV& Papers, resumes,
etc Student rates! Call .108 374.4372

Walk to SJS, share with Kitchen Privi.
ieges $60 per ma., incl. util. 377.4064
ANYTIME. 5 6 p.m is best.

CLASSIFIED RATES

Ade this
amount tot

3.

STUDENT TYPING in my home
Fast, accurate, minor editing. Mrs.
Baxter, phone. 244.6581.

Two Sofas, SIO each. Din. Table w 2
eat SIO. Gmo Nyi Carpet S40, Br
carpet 55, both 9X12 Call eve 258 5770

RIGHT ON ROADSTER-69 Oatsun
MOO. Maps, Michelins, 5sbeect, roll bar
0.H.C. engine,
tonneau, 135 H P
fanatically maintained by auto malor.
S2.275. 656 3423. after 5 pm.

SURPLUS and GOODIES, Field
Jackets, Pea Coats, Bell Bottom
Pants, Clothing, Poly foam, Camping
supplies. Back-Pack gear, Boots, and
other far out Items. BARGAIN CITY.
260 N. 1st St. Hrs. 10 6, Thurs tit 9
Closed Sunday.

div or Grad preferred

AKAI 66.8 TAPERECORDER AND
55110 SPEAKERS $225.00 967 6673

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

VW REPAIR, Now, Rebuilt or Used
Parts, Save Son Labor 8. Parts, I Will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
Herbert, 82 Goodyear, Si, 292 3768,

FOUND-DOG Bik Brn w chest, Fe,
male No tail. Med Size. Found at
Williams St Park. Last week 298-5499

Single Girl to share 2 Bdr Apt. 595 per
month w pool and good location Call
Mary al 29S.0291 or 265.6795 Upper

OLD FURNITURE, BR IC BRAC,
CLOTHING COSTUME JEWELRY,
BOOKS, ETC "CHEAP" WB’s 2nd
HAND EMPORIUM. 957 S. 151. St

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV. 3.

AUTOMOTIVE 17

E XPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC: Term papers, Thesis, Etc. De
pendable. Mrs Allen 294-1313.

LARGE CHEERFUL ROOMS. One w
outside entrance Other w balcony
Both have w.w carpet & furnace heat.
406 5 11th, St.

VW Ski Rack . SS, Yashica Electro 35
L 1.40, Aux. Lense EXCELLENT
CONDITION S40, Call Rich 293.4147.

ARNOLD PLAMER,
I & 3 Woods
ARNOLD PAL.
2.3.4,6.7.8,9, irons
MER Phone 269 3441. Sat & Sun. 18.
121 S7000

GUITAR CLASS: Call 286 4075

LOST: Orange Binder
Between
P E.R. and P.E. Bullzing, $5 reward.
Call 2954504. Mike.

HOUSING 161

Mad Magazines dating back to 1959. A
real collectors item! Exc. Cond. 71
copies 264 8396 after 5 p m.

EXPERIENCE THESIS TYPING ELECTRIC Master’s
Reports
Disertations. Marianne Tarnberg, 1924
Harris Ave. Call 371.0395, San Jose.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC: Term papers, Thesis, Etc. De
pendable. Mrs. Allen 294.1313.

AND fOUND 151

VOTE ON MASS TRANSIT NOV

RECORD 8. TAPE SALE! I have con
nections with a wholesaler and can
supply all the current LP records and
most tapes at 40 per cent discount. All
$5 LP’s sell for 5300, 56 LP’s for 53.62,
etc All sales are on a special order
basis Place your order by Tues., pick.
up Fri of the same week. Hrs 9 a.rn
8 p rn Mon Fri CALL for informa
tion. 2913 0700 Ron 538 S 8th, IT’S
LEGIT Now taking orders for Christ
miss

MEXICO winter 1071 Classes, Art
literature, Mexican Culture, Earn Full
quarter credit for five weeks in Mexl
co Registrar: Box 66041: Seat .le, WA.
98166

For Less

1 1 9 E. San Fernando Between 3rd and 4th St.

FRIDAY FLICKS: The Shoes of the
Fisherman. Anthony Quinn. Morris
Dailey Aud. It, 10 p.m. Fri. Nov. 650
cents
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